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ABSTRACT The recently presented Brownian dynamics model for superhelical DNA is extended to include local curvature
of the DNA helix axis. Here we analyze the effect of a permanent bend on the structure and dynamics of an 1870-bp
superhelix with ALk = -10. Furthermore, we define quantitative expressions for computing structural parameters such as
loop positions, superhelix diameter, and plectonemic content for trajectories of superhelical DNA, and assess the conver-
gence toward global equilibrium. The structural fluctuations in an interwound superhelix, as reflected in the change in end loop
positions, seem to occur by destruction/creation of loops rather than by a sliding motion of the DNA around its contour. Their
time scale is on the order of 30-100 ,us. A permanent bend changes the structure and the internal motions of the DNA
drastically. The position of the end loop is fixed at the permanent bend, and the local motions of the chain are enhanced near
the loops. A displacement of the bend from the end loop to a position inside the plectonemic part of the superhelix results
in the formation of a new loop and the disappearance of the old one; we estimate the time involved in this process to be about
0.5 ms.
INTRODUCTION
The long-range ordering of DNA is determined to a great
extent by the interplay between torsional stress in the DNA
and local structural changes such as DNA curvature, in-
duced by bound proteins or intrinsic particular sequences.
Torsional stress causes the folding of DNA into a plectone-
mic superhelix; in such a structure, intramolecular interac-
tions are different from those in unstressed DNA, as wit-
nessed by supercoiling-induced DNA looping (Borowiec et
al., 1987) and by recent model calculations (Klenin et al.,
1995; Vologodskii et al., 1992). It is known that DNA
supercoiling influences the activity of pro- and eukaryotic
promoters, and it has been hypothesized that DNA curvature
could control the global structure of the superhelix and
therefore modulate interactions between distant sites (Kle-
nin et al., 1995; Kremer et al., 1993; Laundon and Griffith,
1988; ten Heggeler-Bordier et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1994).
The effect of bends on DNA supercoiling has been reviewed
recently (Yang et al., 1995), and it has been emphasized that
for DNAs longer than the persistence length, fluctuations
must be taken into account for a realistic description of the
structure dynamics (Langowski et al., 1996). After the as-
sessment of the effect of curved inserts on the average static
structure of superhelical DNA (Klenin et al., 1995), this
paper shows model calculations for the dynamics of struc-
tural changes in superhelical DNA that contains curved
inserts.
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A variety of models exist that describe the structure and
internal dynamics of superhelical DNA (for a review, see
Schlick, 1995). Of all these models, only simulations that
include the solvent explicitly can calculate the dynamics
from "first principles," that is, using only the known values
for DNA bending and torsional persistence length, hydro-
dynamic radius, and electrostatic interactions. We have re-
cently developed a numerical method to simulate the dy-
namics (and structure) of supercoiled DNA in aqueous
solution based on Brownian dynamics (BD) (Chirico and
Langowski, 1992, 1994). In this paper, we extend the pre-
vious model to simulate intrinsically curved sequences and
electrostatic intramolecular interactions. For analyzing the
trajectories calculated from the model, some structural and
dynamic parameters are defined and the algorithms for their
computation are described. In a third part, BD trajectories
are analyzed in terms of these parameters and conclusions
are drawn about the effect of curved sequences on the global
structure of superhelical DNA and its dynamics.
METHODS
Brownian dynamics algorithm
The simulation of DNA motion in solution is performed by
numerically integrating the Langevin equations (Ermak and
McCammon, 1978; Fixman, 1978) for a model molecule. In
the model (Chirico and Langowski, 1994) used here, the
chain is described by a string of N beads with center-of-
mass positions {r}i} = 1 ,N and the rotational orientation of
each bead relative to its equilibrium structure is described
by a unit vector f fixed on the bead and perpendicular to the
bead-to-bead direction, the bond direction (Allison et al.,
1989). The discrete equations of motion in the solvent for
the bead positions and for the torsion of the body fixed
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coordinates (bfc) systems associated with the beads are then
(Dickinson et al., 1985)
8ri(t) = St;lXj(t)Fj(t)1(KBT) + Ri(t)
(1)
'64i(t) = StDrTi(t)I(KBT) + Si(t),
where DU is the hydrodynamic interaction matrix (see be-
low), and Fj(t) and Ti(t) are the forces and torques acting on
the beads.
These equations are iterated with a time step St, and the
random displacements Ri(t) and S1(t) are sampled from
Gaussian distributions with the following momenta:
(Ri(t)) = 0; (Rj(t):Rj(t)) = 28tDii(t)
(2)
(Si(t)) = 0; (Sj(t)Sj(t)) = 28tDr.
The new f vectors are obtained by summing to the old f
vectors the so-called drift and twist displacements (Allison
et al., 1989):
fi(t + &t) = fi(t) + 6twistfi(t) + Bdrftfi(t)
(3)
= f1(t) + 5#i(t)vi(t) - u#(t)(6uf(t) ),
where the unit vectors ui(t) and vi(t) are defined as
ui(t) = (ri+,(t) - rj(t))1jrj+I(t) - ri(t)|
(4)
vi(t) = ui(t) x f1(t).
The DNA molecules simulated here are covalently
closed, and periodic boundary conditions have been as-
sumed: ri+N = ri and fi+N = fi. The (3N X 3N) Dij matrix
in the first line of Eqs. 1 and 2 is the Rotne-Prager gener-
alization of the Oseen tensor (Rotne and Prager, 1969). The
rotational diffusion coefficient around the long axis of the
DNA segment is Dr = KBTI(4-7rrqa2bo), where bo is the bond
length, i.e., the bead-to-bead distance, and a is the bead
radius.
The bending and torsional potentials are harmonic, as in
Allison et al. (1989), with a different derivation of the
corresponding forces (Chirico and Langowski, 1994). The
longitudinal stiffness is taken into account by a harmonic
stretching potential. The complete' algorithm is thoroughly
described by Chirico and Langowski (1994), and we report
here only the parameters used for the simulation discussed
in this work and some specific changes to the interaction
potentials.
Each bond length bi = ri+- riI is kept constant at bo =
12.736 nm by means of a stretching potential corresponding
to a variance ((bi2)
-(bi 2)0.5 = 0.008 (bk) at the simulation
temperature T = 298 K. The stretching potential is
KBT N
Us - 262 I (b -bo)2. (5)
i=O
This stretching potential was chosen as a compromise
between the length of the simulation time step and the
deviation of the calculated DNA persistence length from the
theoretical value (Chirico and Langowski, 1992).
We use nontouching beads (i.e., a = 2.527 nm), and the
force constants were rescaled as described by Chirico and
Langowski (1994). The bending and torsional potentials are
KBT N
Ub = 2P2 E (13i - 3o,i)2 (6)
i=O
KBT N
Ut =- 22 I (ai + yi),
i=O
where { ai, P3i, yi }i are the Euler angles for rotating the body
fixed coordinate system (bfc) of the ith bead into that of the
(i + I)th bead. 4, determines the variance of ,B and is related
to A through A = boKBT/IT2.
The values for the bending and torsional rigidities are
A = 2 * 10-19 erg cm and C = 2.6 * 10-19 erg cm. A is
equivalent to a dynamic persistence length P = 50 nm,
corresponding to the deviations of the chain axis from its
equilibrium value due to thermal motion. Our calculations
did not take into account the static persistence length, which
corresponds to the deviation of the DNA helix axis from
straight equilibrium due to sequence variation (Trifonov et
al., 1987). Such variations are only considered for the for-
mation of large permanent bends at a small number of
defined positions in the molecule and are taken into account
by the bending angles P3,j.
The consensus value of the apparent persistence length is
P = 50 nm (Hagerman, 1988). Recent work (Trifonov et al.,
1987) estimates the dynamic contribution to 75 nm and the
static one to 150 nm; therefore, our choice of A is a lower
bound. The value of C = 2.6 * 10-19 erg cm corresponds to
4 = 0.445 in Eq. 6, because C = b0KBT/l2. This value is an
average of recently published determinations of C that span
a range of 2.0 10-19 erg cm ' Cc 3.0 10-19 erg cm.
The main difference from our previous work (Chirico and
Langowski, 1994) is the introduction of a new potential
function for describing permanent curvature. Nonzero equi-
librium bending angles f3,i in Eq. 1 are introduced, together
with a third potential energy function Uk, called hereafter
"kink potential." Uk is meant to constrain the intrinsic
curvature to a chosen plane in the bfc local system. The
form assumed here
N
Uk = 2;2 E (ai - ao, )2sin2(3o,) (8)
i=O
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has already been used in the BD simulation of DNA frag-
ments containing intrinsically curved sequences (Collini et
al., 1995). Let us consider, for example, the case {a i = 0;
IO3i = BO; i = O, . . . ml}. With Bo some constant value t 0,
this part of the chain corresponds to a curved piece of DNA
composed of m bonds in a plane. Clearly it is not required
that all go0 angles have the same constant value over the
curved region. A helical structure, for example, is given by
the case {ao i = AO; o3j = BO; i = 0, . . . m}, where Bo and
AO are some constant values =f 0. The parameter ; takes into
account the fluctuations of the curved structure around
equilibrium. We have arbitrarily chosen ; = 0.1 as a default
value. This parameter by itself, not taking into account the
torsional potential, would determine a variance oa =
;/sin(g30) of a at the curvature point. As an example, for
bending angles f3 -300 the corresponding rms value of a
is-1 1. The forces and torques acting on the beads and the
bfc systems are explicitly derived according to the proce-
dure outlined in the appendix of Chirico and Langowski
(1994).
A fourth potential describes intramolecular repulsion.
These interactions, which had been simulated with a trun-
cated Lennard-Jones potential in the previous paper
(Chirico and Langowski, 1994), are mainly electrostatic and
are now described in a Debye-Hiickel approximation (Tan-
ford, 1961). Modeling the bonds as thin rods and in analogy
with the theory developed by Stigter (1977) for two infi-
nitely long rods, the intramolecular force between two
bonds is assumed to be
|F| = Fobo2exp(-dmin/K)/(dmin2sen 0), (9)
where dmin is the minimum distance between the two bonds,
K = 3 nm and sen = sin(o), if > 0.01; 0.01, if '
0.01. The distribution of the force over the four beads
involved is made on each bond through the lever rule with
respect to the points corresponding to the minimum distance
between the bonds. The force is repulsive and directed along
the line joining the lever points. FO is assumed to be 3.12
kBTbo, which yields |F| - kBTbo when dmin bJ2 = 6.3
nm. This effective helix diameter corresponds to an ionic
strength of 0.1 M (Rybenkov et al., 1993), although the
assumed screening length K would correspond to I = 0.01
M. A more rigorous treatment of the electrostatic interac-
tions (Hammermann et al., manuscript in preparation) also
confirms this correspondence.
We had previously used a hard-core repulsive potential to
take into account the excluded-volume interactions (Chirico
and Langowski, 1994). The qualitative conclusions from
those calculations for DNAs without bent inserts, as far as
the dynamics of superhelix formation are concerned, were
the same as in the present work. As shown by Rybenkov et
al. (1993), a hard-core repulsive potential gives the correct
dependence of DNA knotting probabilities on ionic strength
for [Na+] 1 M. At high ionic strengths around 1 M,
however, the form of the electrostatic potential at close
distances might influence the chain dynamics. A systematic
investigation of ionic effects on the superhelix dynamics
through simulations and dynamic light scattering measure-
ments is currently under way.
The forces entering the beads' equations of motion (Eqs.
1 and 2) are the sum of the stretching, bending, torsional,
electrostatic, and kink forces. The stretching and torsional
forces are the same in Eqs. A3 and A27 of Chirico and
Langowski (1994). The bending forces are a simple gener-
alization of those reported in the cited reference (Eq. A6 of
Chirico and Langowski, 1994); the Pji angles in front of the
second term of the equation are changed into (i3i- 10,i).
The electrostatic forces are given by summing Eq. 9 over all
bond pairs, and the "kink" forces are derived from the kink
potential Uk as described in the Appendix. The torques are
the sum of 1) the torques derived in the appendix of Chirico
and Langowski (1994) and 2) the torques derived from the
kink potential Uk as described in the Appendix of this paper.
The BD algorithm starts from an initial configuration (see
below) and computes at each step the translational and
rotational displacements via Eqs. 1-4. The trajectories were
calculated over 1-10 - 106 steps with an integration time
step of 193.2 ps. Initial configurations used in this work
were 1) a flat circle, 2) a straight plectonemic structure, or
3) the final configuration of a Monte Carlo simulation
obtained by a procedure similar to that described by Klenin
et al. (1995). In the first case the deficit linking number lLk
is initially uniformly distributed over the twisting angles.
For the second and third choices, the writhing number of the
conformation is computed and the twist Tw = ILk - Wr is
uniformly distributed over the chain.
Molecular structure and dynamics
In this section some structural and dynamic paramters are
defined and the algorithms for their computation are
described.
Characterization of the structure
The BD simulation describes the behavior of molecules
under the influence of internal, external, and solvent inter-
action forces. We show in the following that the configu-
ration of a circular DNA under torsional stress evolves quite
rapidly into a metastable entangled state from which it is
difficult to escape, and final equilibration may be very slow.
To assess the time scales of the internal dynamics and the
extent of equilibration, we have to devise structural param-
eters that characterize the intramolecular motions and fol-
low their dynamics to see when a "substantial rearrange-
ment" has occurred in the molecule. A supercoiled DNA has
well-defined structures like "loops" and "branches," and at
least parts of the molecule adopt a plectonemic structure. It
is therefore plausible to look for the location, size, and
dynamics of loops and branches. We summarize in the
following the definition of some structural quantities that
will be used to characterize the structure and dynamics of
the simulated supercoiled DNA.
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Antipode plot
As suggested by Sprous et al. (1995), a slowly varying
structural quantity is the so-called antipode distance. The
distance
dai = Iri+N/2- ril (10)
between monomers i and i + N/2, where N is the total
number of monomers, is computed along the chain and
plotted against i. For a perfect plectonemic DNA with two
loops, this plot has a sinusoidal shape with large peak-to-
peak variation. If the DNA changes its plectonemic struc-
ture appreciably, by extruding other loops or by changing
the position of the existing ones through slithering of the
chain, the positions or the number of the peaks in the
antipode plot will change during the simulation. With in-
creasing simulation time, the average antipode plot will
approach a flat line where the periodic changes have been
smoothed out.
Local density
One important feature of a supercoiled DNA structure is
that parts of the chain that are distant along the sequence
approach each other in space. Each monomer may therefore
have many nonadjacent nearest neighbors. We define a local
neighbor density pi as the number of monomers whose
distance from the ith monomer is less than a radius ro. Here
this quantity has been assumed to be ro = 12 nm, similar to
the superhelix diameter observed in cryoelectron micros-
copy (Bednar et al., 1994).
Nearest-neighbors matrix
In the determination of many structural quantities it will be
important to know the nearest neighbors of a monomer. As
before, the jth monomer is a nearest neighbor of the ith
monomer if 1ri - rjI < ro. During the computation of the
local density, a matrix nn[N][N] and a vector in[N] are built
as follows:
in[i] = the number of nearest neighbors of the ith monomer
nn[j] = the index of the jth nearest neighbor
of the ith monomer; j = 1, . . .,in[i].
Local writhe
Supercoiled DNA obeys the well-known topological theo-
rem (White, 1989)
Lk = Tw + Wr, (11)
which states that the linking number, Lk, of the two polynu-
cleotide strands equals the sum of the twist (Tw), which is
the number ofDNA helix turns around its local axis, and the
writhe (Wr), which is a measure of the degree of coiling of
the DNA helix axis in space. Wr is equal to the number of
self-crossings of the helix axis in a two-dimensional pro-
jection, averaged over all orientations. One possible way to
compute Wr is via the Gaussian integral (White, 1989). For
our discrete model ofN monomers we use the approximate
expression
I jj (rk-r-)
Wr
=4 ri - ri) X (rk+1 - rk)' Irk-r13
i=O k=O
(12)
where circular boundary conditions are used, i.e., ri + N
- ri.
If we restrict the sum in Eq. 8 to two parts of the molecule
that are crossing each other in a planar projection, the
resulting integral is approximately ± 1, the sign depending
on the direction of the crossing. This comes from the fact
that the vector product (ri+I - ri) X (rj+I - rj) is approx-
imately parallel to the rij vector joining two points of the
two molecular moieties. We can therefore detect whether
two parts of the molecule of equal length 2m, centered at
segments I and J, make a turn of a plectonemic superhelix
by computing the local writhe:
1 I+m K+m
Wr(I,K,m) = E (ri+I - ri)
i=l-m k=K-m
(13)
(rk- ri)
X (rk+l - rrk) -r 3-
Care must be taken in the choice of the summation length m,
as discussed later.
Plectonemic percentage and diameter
A plectonemic or interwound region of the DNA molecule
is defined as a region where two portions of the chain are
intertwined. For a suitable choice of ro, the number of
nearest neighbors in[i] of monomer i in a plectonemic
region is expected to be >0. Moreover, it may be expected
that the ith monomer and its nearest neighbors are part of
the same interwound region.
Let us assume that there is a sequence of monomers {i - 1,
i, i + 1}, and the condition nb(i, k) is true if monomer k is a
nearest neighbor of monomer i. We then use the definition that
the monomer i belongs to a plectonemic region if nb(i, k),
nb(k- 1,i + 1)andnb(k+ 1,i - 1)aretrueatthesametime
(this also implies that the two interwound strands are running
in opposite directions). The plectonemic percentage is the
percentage of the monomers satisfying this definition. The
indices of the monomers that belong to a particular plectone-
mic region of length j,up are stored in a vector isup[k] (k = 1,
*. I isup).
The average plectonemic diameter Dp is defined as the
average distance between each of the monomers belonging
to plectonemic regions and its corresponding nearest neigh-
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bors. This definition is different from one used elsewhere
(Vologodskii et al., 1992), where the superhelix diameter
(D) is taken as the minimum distance between a monomer
and the rest of the molecule (avoiding some immediately
adjacent monomers), averaged over all monomers. This last
quantity can be computed for any configuration but can be
substantially different from the plectonemic diameter Dp,
which describes more closely the actual superhelix diameter
but obviously cannot be defined on noninterwound
structures.
Slithering motion
We define the slithering movement of the ith monomer as
the component of its motion tangent to the chain at ri:
(14)
A slithering trajectory si(t) is constructed by summing up
6si(t) during the BD simulation. Locally, this motion is a
one-dimensional random walk; we therefore compute the
correlation function
Cs,J(t) = ((s1(t) - si(0))2) = 2DS(i)t
Position of a loop
The loop detection algorithm uses a combination of several
criteria which has proved very efficient for DNA lengths of
several kilobases. It is based on the computation of the
nearest-neighbors matrix (nn), omitting some adjacent
monomers (6 left and 6 right) from the calculation. In this
case the tip of the loop corresponds to a region where no
nearest neighbours are detected, because the loop confor-
mation is expected to be rather open locally.
The basic algorithm consists in first detecting the posi-
tions where in[i] = 0, i.e., where no nearest neighbors have
been detected. Obviously this algorithm cannot work as it is
(imagine a flat circle where in[i] = 0 over the whole chain!),
and some cross-checks are needed.
When a continuous region of the chain is found where
in[i] = 0, the index, i, of the monomer in the center of this
region is considered as a tentative loop position. The ith
monomer is retained as the position of a loop if the two
following conditions are met.
1) The local writhing number Wr(i,i,m) is computed for
m = 10 to m = 1, and an integer LS is found such that
JWr(i,i,Ls)J > 0.5 and IWr(i,i,Ls - 1)1 < 0.5. LS is taken as
the size of the loop. The purpose of this last condition can
be understood by considering that the local writhing number
is -0 in the close vicinity of the loop tip because the chain
is almost flat.
2) The length of the interwound arm associated with the
loop is checked to avoid the interpretation of minor extru-
sions of the DNA chain as a loop. A loop arm is imagined
as a plectonemic region adjacent to the loop, and its length
LA is defined as the number of monomers in a plectonemic
region within a distance 2Ls from the ith monomer. The
tentative loop position indicated by condition 1) is retained
if LA is greater than 4 monomers (here -50 nm).
Characterization of the dynamics
The dynamics of a long flexible macromolecule such as
supercoiled DNA have a wide spectrum. Our primary aim in
this work is to characterize quantitatively the slowest inter-
nal dynamics, particularly relative motions of distant parts
of the molecule that may be important for long-range in-
tramolecular interactions.
and obtain Dj(i), the "slithering diffusion coefficient" of the
ith monomer.
Antipode distance correlation
According to Sprous et al. (1995), the antipode distance dai
for a particular pair of monomers (i, i + N/2) (Eq. 10) can
be computed during a simulation, and its fluctuations can be
quantified through a correlation function:
Ca,i(t) = (dai(t)dai(O))t. (16)
The expected behavior for this function is a composite
exponential decay.
Diffusion coefficients
Rigid body computation
The hydrodynamics of a rigid molecule in solution can be
described by its translational and rotational diffusion coef-
ficients, which can also be experimentally determined. We
compute the diffusion coefficients of a particular configu-
ration according to Garcia de la Torre et al. (Garcia de la
Torre and Bloomfield, 1977), based on the theory developed
by Brenner (1967). For a configuration composed of N
beads, the friction matrices for translation and rotation and
for their coupling are computed from the inverse S of the
3N X 3N supermatrix Q, whose 3 X 3 blocks are
Qi j = ii + (1 - j)CiTi,j. (17)
Here T and I are the Rotne-Prager (1969) and the unit
tensors. S- 'is computed by a Gauss-Seidel method (Garcia
de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977), and a 6 X 6 friction
matrix _ is built as a linear composition of the 3 X 3
submatrices of S- . The translation and rotation diffusion
matrices are obtained from the 3 X 3 blocks of kBT7- 1, and
their eigenvalues are the three translational and rotational
coefficients. The trace of the translational diffusion matrix
is the translational diffusion coefficient Dt. A full descrip-
tion of the algorithm is given in the section "Computational
procedure" in the cited reference (Garcia de la Torre and
Bloomfield, 1977). The program based on this algorithm
has been tested on the hydrodynamic coefficients of rigid
and bent rods (Collini et al., 1995).
(15)
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Center-of-mass correlation
A second independent way of computing Dt is through the
center-of-mass displacement of a three-dimensional random
walk:
(IRCm(t) - Rcm(0)12) = 6Dtt,
-3
?- -5(18)
where Rcm(t) is the position of the center of mass of the
molecule at time t.
RESULTS
Six trajectories were computed over 1 ms, starting from
three different initial conformations as listed in the Methods
section with and without a 1000 permanent bend. The bend
was simulated by setting the go angles between four con-
secutive segments to 250. Eight more trajectories were com-
puted, up to a total time of 0.2 ms. Taken together, the
simulations took more than 6 months of cpu time on a
150-MHz SGI Indy R4400. Thus, although the results pre-
sented here are representative for the typical dynamic be-
havior of a DNA superhelix, better statistics can be expected
from parallelizing the simulation algorithms. This work is
currently under way in our group.
Writhing number evolution
The writhing number may be taken as a first indicator of the
overall shape of the DNA molecule. When starting from a
flat circle with high torsional stress (ALk = Tw = -10,
Wr = 0), the writhing number changes in about 10 ,us
toward a value close to equilibrium (--5). During the first
microsecond, the circle assumes a locally toroidal form;
thermal fluctuations then induce the nucleation of end loops
of interwound regions, and in general a branched inter-
wound conformation is formed in this first phase. However,
the dominant equilibrium form for an 1870-bp DNA is an
unbranched interwound structure (Boles et al., 1990). The
relaxation toward this form increases the writhe only by a
small amount and is much slower than the initial relaxation,
as shown in Fig. 1 c.
When the simulation is initiated from a straight inter-
wound structure, which is much less torsionally stressed,
the writhing number relaxes again during the first 10 lis
from its initial value of -8 toward its equilibrium of
approx. -6.5 (Fig. I b). When the starting configuration
is sampled from a Monte Carlo simulation, the writhing
number does not show any indication of an initial fast
relaxation (Fig. 1 a).
In all three cases, the equilibrium value of Wr is
-6.5 ± 0.5. No difference is detected in either the equilib-
rium value or its fluctuation when the permanent bend is
introduced.
Diffusion coefficients
The translational diffusion coefficient can be computed
from each configuration in the trajectory by a rigid-body
-7
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-7
-3
-5
-7
0 200 400
time (us) 600 800
FIGURE 1 Time evolution of the writhing number for the simulations
starting from a Monte Carlo sampled configuration (a), a straight inter-
wound (b), and a flat circle (c). The lower curve was fitted by a sum of two
decaying exponentials (see text).
treatment (Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977) or
derived by evaluating the slope of the center-of-mass cor-
relation function (Eq. 18). In Fig. 2 this correlation function
is plotted against time for some trajectories, showing a fairly
linear behavior up to 10 ,s. The diffusion coefficients
evaluated by this method are reported in Table 1 together
with those obtained from the average translational diffusion
coefficient computed by the rigid-body treatment over each
configuration in the trajectory. The values obtained through
the rigid-body treatment are all very close to (6.85 ± 0.2) -
10 12 m2/s. The slopes of the center of mass correlation
function lead to Dt values with larger uncertainty and with
an average Dt = (7.2 ± 0.7) - 10- 12 m2/s, in reasonable
agreement with the rigid-body result. The rather high dis-
crepancy between the center-of-mass and rigid-body results
for the circle (no bend) trajectory might stem from the fact
that this particular trajectory is still quite far from global
equilibrium and there is a systematic variation in the global
conformation.
The rotational diffusion coefficients are evaluated with
the rigid-body treatment only. In general, two of the three
eigenvalues (Dri, Dr2) are close to each other and signifi-
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FIGURE 2 Center of mass correlation functions for three trajectories
starting from a flat circle (A), straight interwound (0), and Monte Carlo
sampled initial configurations (El).
cantly smaller than the third one (Dr3), indicating an ap-
proximately cylindrical symmetry. The distributions of the
ratio lDr1 - Dr21IDr3 for different trajectories have their
maximum at -0.07 with a tail up to 0.2 (data not shown).
Although the rotational asymmetry is not extreme (see
below), we may define an average tumbling rotational dif-
fusion coefficient Rtumb (Drl + Dr2)/2 and a spinning
rotational diffusion coefficient R = Dr3 for the purpose
of comparing different trajectories and parts of the same
trajectory.
The average values of Rtumb and Rspin are reported in
Table 2 for the six trajectories studied here. The trajectories
starting from a flat circle-even though the initial 100 ,us
were omitted from the computation-show Rtumb and Rspin
values closer to each other than the corresponding values for
the sampled conformation. This result reflects the more
globular conformation for the trajectory starting from the
circle, which has not reached the equilibrium that is more
closely approximated by the trajectories starting from the
straight interwound and from the Monte Carlo
conformation.
The average values over all six trajectories are Rt,Lmb
2.6 ± 0.3 kHz and Rspin = 5.8 0.5 kHz.
Superhelix diameter
The diameter of the interwound parts of the chain was
computed as described in the Methods section. The distri-
bution functions for two trajectories starting from straight
interwound configurations are plotted in Fig. 3. These dis-
tributions have a clear maximum with an approximately
Gaussian shape (see the solid line in Fig. 3). The values of
the average and the fluctuation of the plectonemic diameter
DP are shown in Table 3.
Plectonemic content
The definition of the interwound parts of the chain is de-
tailed in the Methods section. The distribution functions for
the plectonemic content are plotted in Fig. 4 for the six
trajectories presented here. Their averages are given in
Table 4.
Contrary to the case of diffusion coefficients, writhing
number, and superhelix diameter, the values of the average
of the plectonemic percentage depend substantially upon the
type of the initial conformation, but again are relatively
insensitive to the presence of curved inserts. An appreciable
difference is found between the simulations starting from
flat circles and those starting from less strained configura-
tions (interwound or Monte Carlo). In these last cases
slightly lower values are found for the cases with a perma-
nent bend.
The distribution functions are monomodal, except for
the simulation run from a Monte Carlo starting configu-
ration in the presence of a bend, where two peaks were
found (Fig. 4 a).
Radius of gyration
The trajectory started from a Monte Carlo sampled confor-
mation in the absence of a permanent bend shows a bimodal
distribution for Rg (data not shown). For the other cases, the
distribution of Rg is well described by a Gaussian curve. The
average values (Rg) are reported in Table 5.
Writhing autocorrelation function
The writhing number is a global structural quantity, and its
temporal fluctuations are related to the global dynamics of
the superhelix structure. To assess the effect of a bend on
the internal dynamics of the DNA, we have analyzed the
autocorrelation function of the writhing number, defined as
GWr(T) - (Wr(t)2) (19)
where Wr(t) is the instantaneous writhe of the conformation
at time t, and () indicates the time average. The average was
taken after an initial relaxation period of 200 ,us over the
remaining trajectory. A single exponential function was
then fitted to GWr(T), and its relaxation time was used to
characterize the internal motions. Table 6 shows that the
internal dynamics of the superhelix are indeed influenced by
local structural differences: the initial decay of the correla-
tion function for the writhing number is slower when a
--
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TABLE I Translational diffusion coefficients*
Trajectory type Dt center-of- Trajectory type Dt center-of-
(no bend) mass Dt rigid body (+ bend) mass Dt rigid body
Circle 8.2 ± 0.4 6.9 ± 0.4 Circle 7.2 ± 0.3 6.85 ± 0.4
Interwound 6.4 ± 0.6 6.7 ± 0.35 Interwound 6.4 ± 0.6 6.6 ± 0.4
Monte Carlo 7.2 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.3 Monte Carlo 7.9 ± 0.6 6.7 ± 0.3
* In 10-2 m2/s units. Errors reported are the uncertainties of the parameters in the least-squares fit.
permanent bend is present. The corresponding relaxation
times are on the order of 2-3 ,us (Table 6).
Kremer et al. (1993) observed a decrease in the amplitude
of fast internal motions of superhelical DNAs with perma-
nently bent inserts. There it was hypothesized from the
results of Monte Carlo simulations (Klenin et al., 1995;
Kremer et al., 1993) that the localization of the end loop by
the bend limits certain types of internal motions where the
bend has to be stretched. The finding that writhe fluctua-
tions are slower in the presence of the bend is in agreement
with this hypothesis.
Kinetics of loop migration
No intrisic curvature
if the output of a Monte Carlo simulation is used as the
starting configuration (Figs. 7 and 8).
Insertion of an intrinsically curved sequence
In three simulations, we introduced a 1000 planar permanent
bend during the course of the trajectory by setting the
equilibrium bending angles 13.,i = 25° and a,,i = 00 for four
consecutive segments i = m - 1 ... m + 2, where m is
defined as the center of the bend. In the first example (Fig.
8, bottom), the bend was introduced at position 3 at t = 450
,us. The loop at position 7 which was already present is
0.5
0L
The first part of the trajectory in Fig. 5 was started from a
flat circle in the absence of permanent bends (at t = 450 ,us
a bend was inserted; see below). As already shown by
Chirico and Langowski (1994), during the first 10 ,us the
torsional stress and thermal fluctuations drive parts of the
chain out of the plane (Fig. 5 b) These positions then act as
nucleation point for loops. After approximately 50 ,us, some
loops are absorbed into others and three or four loops
remain. During the first 450 ,us we never observed fewer
than three loops, the positions of which shifted by -10
monomers (i.e., 130 nm) over 200-300 ,us.
When starting from a straight interwound configuration
(Figs. 6 and 8), the molecule's initial regular structure is
distorted by thermal motion, but only after approximately
300 ,us do we see a substantial rearrangement in the position
of the loops: the two original end loops that were at posi-
tions 0 and 25 have shifted to 8 and 26, and a third short
loop is formed at position 45. After reformation of a two-
loop structure, a three-loop structure is formed again at 575
,us. Thus, the dynamics of structural rearrangement are
characterized by the formation and disappearance of loops
on a time scale of several 100 l,s. Similar behavior is found
TABLE 2 Rotational diffusion coefficients
Starting configuration Dr, - Dr2I/Dr3 Rtmb (kHz) R.pin (kHz)
Circle, no bend .075 ± .04 3.1 ± 0.6 5 ± 0.9
Circle + bend .065 ± .03 2.8 ± 0.6 5.5 ± 1.1
Interwound, no bend .06 ± .05 2.3 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 1.1
Interwound + bend .08 ± .05 2.3 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 1.1
Monte-Carlo, no bend .085 ± .06 2.2 ± 0.6 6.4 ± 1.2
Monte-Carlo + bend .06 ± .035 2.8 ± 0.5 6.4 ± 1.3
a.
0-
14 16 18
plectonemic diameter (nm)
FIGURE 3 Distribution functions of the superhelix diameter for the
trajectories starting from a flat circular configuration (bottom), a straight
interwound configuration (middle) and a Monte Carlo sampled configura-
tion (top). Open and filled symbols refer to the simulations run in absence
and in presence of a bend. Solid lines are best-fit Gaussian curves of the
data.
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TABLE 3 Average plectonemic diameter
Starting conf. (DP) (nm) Starting conf. (DP) (nm)
Circle, no bend 15.7 ± 1.7 Circle + bend 16.0 ± 1.7
Interwound, no bend 16.0 ± 1.0 Interwound + bend 16.0 ± 1.5
MC, no bend 16.2 ± 1.5 MC + bend 15.7 ± 1.7
stabilized and shifted to position 3 within approximately 50
,us. Otherwise, in the following 500 ,us the structure stays in
a three-branch configuration.
In the second example (Fig. 9, bottom) the simulation
starts from a straight interwound structure containing a 1000
bend which is centered at position 25 and at t = 200 ,us
moved to position 15. In the first 200 p.s loops remain at
positions 0 and 25, and a branch starts to extrude after 100
,us at position 40. After the shift of the bend to position 15,
a new loop appears there, and the loop in position 25 is
slowly (over 400 ,us) coalescing with the new one. At the
same time the loop at position 2 drifts to position 40.
In the third example, again the permanent bend is intro-
duced almost exactly between two existing loops (Fig. 9,
top). Here the simulation started from an initial Monte Carlo
configuration where two loops were present in 10 and 30,
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.04
QL
0.02
0.00
40
plectonemic content %
FIGURE 4 Distribution functions of the plectonemic percentage for the
trajectories starting from a flat circle (bottom), a straight interwound
configuration (middle), and a Monte Carlo sampled configuration (top).
The solid and dashed lines refer, respectively, to the simulations run in the
absence and in the presence of a bend.
TABLE 4 Average plectonemic percentage
Starting conf. % plectonemic Starting conf. % plectonemic
Circle, no bend 29 + 10 Circle + bend 29 ± 10
Interwound, no bend 45 ± 12 Interwound + bend 40 ± 12
MC, no bend 45 + 14 MC + bend 28 ± 9
and the permanent bend was introduced at position 22 at t =
0 ,s. At 300 ,us a loop is detected at position 20. During the
duration of this very long trajectory, the configuration stays
three-looped most of the time, and although the bend at
position 20 clearly leads to the formation of a loop, the
structure never changes completely into a straight form with
loops at positions 20 and 45.
In summary, structural changes induced by a bend seem
to occur on a time scale of 300- 800 ,us when the bend is far
away from the initial loop position, and in about 50 ,us when
the distance over which the loop has to move is only on the
order of four segments (140 bp).
DISCUSSION
Convergence of the trajectory
An important issue in a dynamics simulation of a biopolymer
is to establish whether the trajectory has reached equilibrium.
For reliable computations of physical quantities and compari-
son with experimental results one needs a trajectory that sam-
ples a representative part of the configuration space.
The kinetics of global rearrangement can be quantified by
the "antipode plot" proposed by Sprous et al. (1996) as
explained in the Methods section. When a substantial dis-
placement of the loop tips has occurred, the shape of the plot
of dai versus the monomer index i is expected to change
significantly, and the average of the antipode distance (dat)
over a long simulation would be independent of the index i.
In Fig. 10, the antipode plot, (dai) versus i, is shown for a
2.1-ms trajectory starting from a Monte Carlo sampled
configuration. A maximum is always found at the positions
where the initial two loops are resident, i.e., positions 10
and 30, as can be seen from the loop positions plot in Fig.
9 (top). The amplitude of the antipode plot (difference
between maximum and minimum) can be taken as a mea-
sure of the kinetics of convergence toward equilibrium. As
the inset in Fig. 10 shows, there is an initial relaxation in the
0.5-ms range, but the amplitude seems to take much longer
to relax fully to zero.
An "equilibrium dynamic state") cannot be expected before
the initial configuration has visited a sufficient number of
TABLE 5 Radius of gyration
Starting conf. Rg (nm) Starting conf. Rg (nm)
Circle, no bend 39.0 ± 3.6 Circle + bend 41 ± 4
Interwound, no bend 45.3 ± 5.7 Interwound + bend 46 ± 6
MC, no bend 46.6 ± 5.6 MC + bend 39 ± 4
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TABLE 6 Writhing number relaxation times
Starting conf. Twr (AS) Starting conf. Twr (tS)
Circle, no bend 0.7 ± 0.3 Circle + bend 1.8 ± 0.4
Interwound, no bend 2.7 ± 0.4 Interwound + bend 4 ± 0.4
MC, no bend 1.5 ± 0.3 MC + bend 2.2 ± 0.4
different possible states and therefore has substantially
changed the structure (i.e., position of the maxima and min-
ima) of its antipode plot. From the loop position plots (Figs. 8
and 9) it is evident that global rearrangements of an 1870-bp
superhelix take place on a scale of 0.5 ms; thus 1-2 ms is only
a fraction of the time that is needed to reach a state of dynamic
equilibrium. We estimate that the simulation time needed for
reliable statistical averages would be at least in the 10-ms
range, i.e., an average over 20 independent configurations.
Because of the cpu time needed (this study took several months
of continuous calculation on an SGI Indy R4400), the simula-
tions reported here could not be extended further; however,
many of the dynamic features and time scales reported very
likely hold also for the equilibrium state. For instance, when a
permanent bend is displaced by 10 monomers, i.e., 130 nm (as
in Fig. 9, botttom), the structure of a major part of the molecule
changes in only -50 ,us: the loop at 25 splits into two loops at
17 and 30. Other global rearrangements may take longer, as
can be judged by following the time evolution of the tumbling
rotational diffusion coefficient (Fig. 11). A new two-looped
conformation is reached only 0.5 ms after the displacement of
the bend.
In the case of an initially flat circle (ALk = Tw), repre-
senting an out-of-equilibrium state with large torsional
stress, the writhe reaches 70% of its final value (Wr) in
approximately 15 ,us (Fig. 1 c). Only after -0.4-0.5 ms has
Wr reached its equilibrium value (cf. the two-exponential
relaxation indicated by the continuous line in Fig. 1). This
slow relaxation may be due to the extremely out-of-equi-
librium starting configuration.
For a straight interwound starting configuration (Fig.
1 b), the writhing is initially only slightly overestimated
(Wr -8) and reaches an apparent equilibrium in only
50 ,us, after which the writhe fluctuates around Wr
-6.5; no slow relaxation process is apparent. In the time
dependence of other structural parameters, such as the
tumbling and spinning rotational diffusion coefficients,
the initial fast relaxation ('50 ,s) is even more pro-
nounced. Still, other major conformational changes do
take place on slower time scales (see the change of Rtumb
from 1.5 kHz to 4 kHz at times 200-300 ,s),
although no evidence of this transition can be detected
from the writhe plot. A similar behavior is seen when the
starting configuration is generated by a Monte Carlo
procedure.
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FIGURE 5 Configurations from the trajectory started from a flat circle in the absence of permanent bends. Simulation times are marked next to the
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FIGURE 6 Configurations from the trajectory
started from a straight interwound conformation in
the absence of permanent bends. Simulation times
are marked next to the configuration, and loop
positions close to the loop tips.
Dependence on the initial conformation
As described above, the equilibration time for the con-
formation of 1870 bp superhelical DNA is on the order of
several hundred microseconds; thus, the simulation result
is expected to depend on the initial conformation for
shorter trajectories. However, most of the structural pa-
rameters evaluated in the Results section are not very
sensitive to the initial conformation after the first 100 ,us.
The average writhe is very similar for all six trajectories
discussed above (cf. Fig. 1) and therefore does not de-
pend appreciably either on the initial conformation or on
the presence of a permanent bend. The same behavior is
found for the superhelix diameter and the loop size.
On the other hand, the plectonemic percentage does show a
substantial variation over the different types of initial confor-
mations, reflecting the different number of loops found in the
trajectories. This is particularly evident when comparing the
trajectory starting from a flat circle with the others. Other
structural parameters, such as the tumbling and spinning dif-
fusion coefficients, are remarkably similar for the two trajec-
tories starting from a straight interwound and from a Monte
Carlo sampled conformation, but differ substantially between
these two trajectories and the one starting from a flat circle.
Again, this shows the presence of long relaxation processes
that may take up to several milliseconds. A flat circle is in fact
an extremely out-of-equilibrium state that seems to take more
than the 1.2 ms simulated here to reach a state of "dynamic
equilibrium." The existence of one such state cannot be firmly
stated here, although the similarity of the structural character-
istics evaluated after 1 ms of simulation, for the trajectories
starting from almost "equilibrated" though fairly different
states (interwound and Monte Carlo), supports such a
hypothesis.
Comparison with experimental data
Boles et al. (1990) collected structural information on
pBR322 derivatives by electron microscopy (EM). The
smallest plasmid studied there (pJB3.5d) was 3480 bp long,
i.e., twice as large as in our simulations. The EM studies
47
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FIGURE 7 Some configurations are shown from
the trajectory started from a Monte Carlo sampled
conformation in the absence of permanent bends.
Simulation times are marked next to the configura-
tion, and loop positions close to the loop tips.
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FIGURE 8 Time evolution of the loop positions for
the trajectories starting from a flat circle (bottom),
Monte Carlo sampled (middle), and straight interwound
(top) configurations. After 0.45 ms a permanent bend in
position 3 was introduced in the simulation starting from
a flat circle, as indicated by the arrow in the bottom
panel.
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were conducted at 10 mM ionic strength; here we approx-
imate the electrostatic interactions through a repulsive po-
tential that has the same effective diameter deff (U(deff) =
kT) as measured for DNA at 0.1 M salt, i.e., deff = 6.3 nm.
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The average superhelical density a, the plectonemic diam-
eter Dp, and the plectonemic percentage rp found here, a, =
-0.65 ± 0.05, Dp = 16 + 2 nm, rp = 40 ± 12%, computed
over the four trajectories corresponding to initial interwound
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FIGURE 9 Time evolution of the
loop positions for the trajectories
starting from straight interwound
(top) and Monte Carlo sampled (bot-
tom) configurations. In the top panel a
bend was set at position 20, and in the
bottom panel a permanent bend ini-
tially at position 25 is moved to posi-
tion 15 after 0.2 ms.
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and Monte Carlo configurations, agree reasonably well with
the experimental fmdings of Boles et al. (1990): of = 0.72 ±
0.03, Dp = 14 ± 1.2 nm, and rp = 35-40% (see Eq. 12 and
figures 11 and 12 of Boles et al., 1990).
The diffusion coefficient of an 1868-bp DNA plasmid at
native superhelical density has been determined recently
(Steinmaier et al., manuscript in preparation): Dt = (7.0 +
0.5) 10-12 m2/s. The translational and rotational diffusion
coefficients for 1870-bp plasmids can also be predicted by
extrapolating the logarithmic laws reported by Langowski
and Giesen (1989): Dt = Dt(Mo) (M/Mo)- 0.6 0 1 and R =
R(MO) * (M/Mo)-2.7 - 0.3. By taking the most recent exper-
imental determinations of D1 and R for pUC18 plasmid
(2686 bp), Dt = (5.5 ± 0.3) 10-12 m2/s, and Rtumb = (11 +
400
time (,s)
600 800
0.1) kHz (Chirico and Baldini, 1996), one predicts for a
1870-bp plasmid that Dt = (6.8 ± 0.24) 10-12 m2/s and
Rtumb = (2.9 ± 0.3) kHz. Both the experimental Dt and the
extrapolated Dt and R values agree very well with the
averages over all of the trajectories reported here, Dt =
(6.9 ± 0.2) 10-12 m2/s and Rtumb = (2.6 + 0.3) kHz.
Is there "local slithering"?
Different types of trajectory evolution for the above choices of
initial configurations can be seen in the loop position plots
(Figs. 8 and 9). General features of the loop position evolution
are 1) slithering (like in Fig. 8, middle, for the loop originally
n o qglll:l [El0nn
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FIGURE 10 Antipode distance av-
eraged over a trajectory starting from
a Monte Carlo sampled configuration
with a bend at position 20 after 0.1,
1.1, and 2.1 ms of simulation time.
The maximum variation of the anti-
pode distance over the chain normal-
ized to the mean antipode distance is
shown in the inset for the simulations
discussed in the text.
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at position 15), 2) the formation or disappearance of a loop
(like at positions 15 and 25 in the first 0.5 ms in Fig. 8, bottom),
and 3) the splitting of one loop into two loops (as for the loop
in position 25 in Fig. 9, bottom, after 200 ,us, or the loop at
position 20 after 1.3 ms in Fig. 9, top).
As can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9, the extent of slithering,
i.e., the continuous random migration of the loop position
with time, typically is at most 10-15 monomer units (i.e.,
130-200 nm) over 1 ms. In Fig. 8 (middle) (Monte Carlo
sampled initial conformation), the loop in position 15 is
found in position 8 after -500 ,is. In the simulation run
from an initial interwound configuration (Fig. 8, top), the
loop in position 0 diffuses to position 10 in -400 ,ts and
then moves back to 0 during the next 400 ,ts. In the bottom
panel of Fig. 8, for the simulation run from a flat circular
initial configuration, the loop in position 35 diffuses up to
position 45 in the first 450 ,us. This last case is also
characterized by the formation and disapperance of several
3010 20
monomer index
loops in the first 500 ,s when no intrinsically curved
sequence has been introduced.
The conclusion is that although over short distances slither-
ing motion is found, no evidence is seen for a large-scale
structural rearrangement due to slithering. Major rearrange-
ments occur through the formation and disappearance of loops.
The effect of a curved insertion on
the conformation
The introduction of a bend comprising 8% of the contour
length can have quite different effects on the configuration and
on the evolution of the loop positions versus time. When a loop
was present near the position of the introduced bend, the DNA
conformation was stabilized. This effect is more evident in the
case when the starting configuration is a flat circle. In the first
part of the evolution of the chain the loops are slithering (loop
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FIGURE 11 Spinning R,Pin and tumbling Rtumb rotational diffusion co-
efficients, writhing number Wr, and loop positions for a trajectory starting
from a straight interwound chain versus time. A permanent bend is first
placed at position 25 and moved to position 15 after 0.2 ms.
in -37), and appearing or disappearing (loops in -5, 15, and
25). The introduction of the intrinsically curved sequence in
position -3 greatly stabilizes the loop in the close vicinity of
the bend, and it also affects parts of the molecules that are
within -150 nm of the point of the introduction of the curved
sequence, as can be seen by the shift in position of the loops at
positions 25 and 45.
The structural change induced by the bend can take place
over a rather long time. This is evident from Fig. 9 (bottom)
(initial interwound configuration), where the shift of the
bend from 15 to 25 induces the sudden appearance of a loop
in the new position of the bend (position 15), but the loop
that was present at position 25 takes -500 p,s to disappear.
Furthermore, the loop at position 1 shifts to position 40
(resp. -10, due to the chain closure) after the displacement
of the curved sequence. Again, the curved sequence induces
changes in rather distant parts of the molecule (-300 nm).
Local slithering diffusion of the monomers
A slithering diffusion coefficient Ds(i) can be obtained from
the slope of Cs1(t) versus time (Eq. 15); this plot is linear to
FIGURE 12 Spinning R,pin and tumbling Rtumb rotational diffusion co-
efficients, writhing number Wr, and loop positions for a trajectory starting
from a straight interwound chain versus time without permanent bend.
good approximation (data not shown). Ds(i) gives an esti-
mate of the average monomer displaceiwent along the chain
axis and around an equilibrium position.
In Fig. 13 the values of Ds(i) are plotted versus the monomer
index and in parallel with the loop positions (Fig. 13, bottom).
A clear correlation between the loop position and the value of
Ds(i) is found everywhere, and no substantially different be-
havior can be found for the loops corresponding (or stabilized)
to a permanent bend. The slithering Brownian motion of a
monomer along the chain corresponds to a fluctuation around
its equilibrium position and not to steady motion along the
chain. The above results show that the interwound portions of
the chain suffer fewer position fluctuations along the helix axis
than the tip of the loops. Incidentally, the average value (Ds)-
30 X 10- 12 m2/s is similar to the slope of the fast relaxation
rate of the dynamic light scattering autocorrelation functions at
high scattering vectors (Langowski, 1987).
CONCLUSIONS
The evolution of the structure of an 1870-bp circular DNA
with Lk = -10 (i.e., superhelical density a = - 0.056) has
been followed for 1-2 ms. Three different types of intial
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FIGURE 13 The slithering diffusion coefficients D, (thin lines) and the
probability of appearance of a loop (thick lines) versus the position along
the chain (i.e., the monomer index) for the trajectories starting (a) from a
straight interwound configuration without and with (b) a bend, (c) from a
Monte Carlo sampled configuration without and with (d) a bend, as
described in the text.
configuration were used: flat circle, straight interwound,
and Monte Carlo sampled configurations. Several structural
parameters (radius of gyration, superhelix diameter, plec-
tonemic content, diffusion coefficients) have been averaged
over all trajectories, with only minor differences between
the three starting configurations.
We see a certain local "slithering" of chain segments
along the DNA contour, which is significantly faster at the
loop tip than in other parts of the chain. However, major
rearrangements of the structure, such as changes between
three- and two-looped forms or displacements of loops over
longer distances, do not occur by slithering, but by the
formation/destruction of loops. The characteristic time for
such processes is on the order of 0.5 ms, with variations
over at least an order of magnitude.
The introduction of a permanent bend (amounting to 8%
of the contour length) in a position along the chain close to
an existing loop seems to induce a stabilization of the
structure. However, if the permanent bend is introduced far
from any existing loop, it may take 0.5 to 1 ms for the
structure to change according to this external perturbation.
The insertion of a bend also affects the global chain dynam-
ics, as seen in the autocorrelation function of the writhe. The
effect of a permanent bend on the internal motions of
superhelical DNA has first been observed experimentally by
Kremer et al. (1993).
The simulation time of 1-2 ms that could be achieved
here is only a fraction of the time necessary for the molecule
to visit a substantial portion of the configuration space, and
therefore some of our results must be interpreted on a
qualitative basis. Statistically sound predictions of relax-
ation times, arm lengths, etc., will have to be based on much
larger ensembles that currently can only be obtained on
parallel computers. Our results, however, show the possi-
bility of simulating the time evolution of the structure of a
DNA molecule of relatively large size and the response of
this molecule to external perturbations, e.g., a bend induced
by a DNA-protein interaction.
APPENDIX: FORCES AND TORQUES FROM THE
KINK POTENTIAL
The forces and torques are derived from the kink potential by the general
method outlined by Chirico and Langowski (1994). The change in Uk upon
an infinitesimal change in the Euler angles is given by
KBT N (a- - a0,) 2sin2(/0,i)8Uk 2 E sin( )sin (/i) &os(ai) (pi)6Uk= - ~2 __ sin(a,) sin(3
(A1)
By substituting Eqs. 16 and 18 of Chirico and Langowski (1994) for the
change in cos(a,) into Eq. Al, one finds
KBT N (8ri+2 8ri+6Uk = 2 i Jbi -bhibi+11
hi- cos(f3i hi + coS(P3i)p jh. in (ol)) (A2)
KBT N
2 I 64i(ai i-o)sin (i),
i=O
where
(ai - ao,i)
sin(ai) (A3)
Ibil is the ith bond length and
Ai = sin(Qi)fi + cos(Q3i)cos(aj)ui- cos(ai)ui+1.
By making the simplifying assumption
sin2(,Bo,i)
sin2(i3)
(A4)
(A5)
0.10
aL 0.05
38
co
cvJ
E 34
x
30
0.10
L 0.05
38
cn
E 34
'0
x
" 30
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in first part of Eq. A2, and by simple index algebra, one can write
N N
SUk =-EFi-5ri-8 jTj, (A6)
i=o i=(
where
Fj = 2(lbtr- _ -lb 1cos(fbi) ± lbil
(A7)
and
T = KBT(j - atj0)sin(Pj,B0). (A8)
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